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Creating an interactive web map in five minutes 

• Objectives:  You have a table of street addresses, site descriptions, and hyperlinks for 
various points of interest.  You want to create an interactive, web-based map using the 
Google Maps interface.  In order to do this, you must first convert your addresses to map 
coordinates (latitude, longitude) and then save them as a KML file (a widely used spatial 
data format on the web, also used with Google Earth).   You will then create a new map, 
import the KML, customize it, and add it to your web page. 

• Step 1:  Open address file in Excel.  It should look something like this: 
 

 
 
Note that the street address, city name, and state must be in separate columns, and that 
each column must have a heading.  Copy the whole table, including the column headers. 
 

• Step 2:  In a web browser, go to http://www.batchgeocode.com/ and paste the address 
table into the window provided. Click “Validate Source.”  If any errors are found, edit 
your table as needed; otherwise, specify the “Location Fields” to define which columns 
of your table contain each part of the address (street address, city, state).  Click “Run 
Geocoder.”  The window below this button will show your data with the latitude and 
longitude fields added.  To save the data as KML, scroll down the page and click 
“Download to Google Earth (KML) File.” 

• Step 3:  In a web browser, go to http://maps.google.com/ .  Click “My Maps,” then the 
button for “Get Started.”  You may be prompted to log in and/or to register a new Google 
user account.  Once you are logged in, give your new map a title and description, and 
choose whether to make it Public or Unlisted.   

• Step 4:  Customize your map.  Click “Import” to add the KML file to your map.  You can 
click on any of the points and customize its appearance.  When you are ready, click on 
the “Link” button above your map, and then click on “Customize and preview embedded 
map.”  Choose the map size and the background map type, and zoom in on your area of 



interest.  When the map looks the way you want it, copy the HTML text beneath the map 
area, and paste it into the body of your web page.  Here is a simple example: 

 

 
 

All the text from <iframe … to …</small> was copied from the Google Maps 
customization page and pasted directly into this text file.  When opened in a web 
browser, the result looks like this: 
 

 
 

 
 



Other examples of interactive web-based maps 
• http://www.mixedmetro.us :  Mapping segregation and diversity in US cities 
• http://caligari.dartmouth.edu/~geospace/geology/ : Bedrock geology of the Hanover area 
• http://gis.cityofboston.gov/solarboston/ : A map of rooftop solar power sites in Boston.  

Note the “Tools” window, which allows you to calculate the solar potential for any house 
or group of houses in the city. 

 
Software for geographic information systems (GIS), spatial analysis, and web mapping 

• ArcGIS:  This package is the most widely used, full-featured software environment for 
advanced GIS.  It is available for on-campus use via Dartmouth’s site license.  See 
“Resources” below for training opportunities. 

• ENVI:  A digital image processing and GIS software package, primarily used for analysis 
of satellite imagery.  Available through a campus site license. 

• ArcExplorer and ArcGIS Explorer:  Free, relatively-lightweight GIS data viewers.  For 
Mac users, the “ArcExplorer – Java Education Edition” is one of the few free GIS 
options, and provides some useful functions.  For more information about the various 
versions of these programs, see http://www.esri.com/software/explorer/index.html 

• Matlab:  This widely used math toolkit can also be used for some spatial analysis 
applications. 

• IDL:  A programming environment that provides many pre-existing routines for 
visualization of imagery and other spatial data.   

• http://www.batchgeocode.com/ : A free utility for geocoding (converting street addresses 
to latitude/longitude coordinates) 

• DNRGarmin:  A free software package, developed by the State of Minnesota Department 
of Natural Resources, for managing GPS data and converting them to common spatial 
data formats.  Highly recommended.   

• GPSBabel:  Another free software package for converting GPS data formats. 
• The Google Maps API:  Experienced HTML and Javascript programmers can use the 

Google Maps API to create highly customized interactive web-based maps. See 
http://code.google.com/apis/maps/ for more information. 

• MapServer:  Open-source software for developing web-based map applications.  This is 
significantly more complex to use than the Google Maps API approach, but it also 
provides more functionality. http://mapserver.org/ 

• R-spatial:  Spatial statistics component of the widely-used, open-source R statistical 
analysis software package.   http://r-spatial.sourceforge.net/   

 
 
Other websites of interest 

• Dart.Geo.Blog ( http://dartgeoblog.wordpress.com/ ): A new weblog for the geospatial 
community at Dartmouth. 

• The GIS/ASA lab ( http://www.dartmouth.edu/~gis/ ) 
• Google Geo Developers Blog ( http://googlegeodevelopers.blogspot.com/ ) 
• The Open Source Geospatial Foundation (http://www.osgeo.org/ ) 
 

 



GIS and spatial analysis resources on campus 
1.  Courses 

• Geography 58:  Introduction to Geographic Information Systems  
• Geography 52:  Urban Applications of Geographic Information Systems 
• Geography 59:  Environmental Applications of Geographic Information Systems 
• Geography 56:  Mapping Health and Disease 
• Earth Sciences 65/Geography 55:  Remote Sensing 

 2.  Other learning options 
• Self-paced, online training courses in ArcGIS and other topics  
• Software tutorials  
• Half-day campus workshops on GIS and spatial analysis 
• Individual consulting / assistance with GIS projects (GIS/ASA lab) 

 3.  Facilities 
• Laboratory for Geographic Information Science and Applied Spatial Analysis 

(GIS/ASA lab), Fairchild Hall 
• Rahr lab, Fairchild Hall (Geography Department instructional lab) 
• Evans Map Room, Baker-Berry  

 
 
 
For more information, or for consulting and assistance with the use of geospatial technology in 
teaching and research, please contact: 
 

Dr Jonathan W. Chipman 
Director, Laboratory for Geographic Information Science and Applied Spatial Analysis 
HB 6017 Fairchild, Hanover, NH 03755 
Tel:  603-646-3321 
Email:  jonathan.chipman@dartmouth.edu 
Office:  121 Fairchild Hall 


